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Gender Roles Changing with Time

Levantine Arabic transcript:
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English translation:
Woman: I mean, the subject of folklore and culture and norms and traditions, I like to preserve
… not all of it -- we have some traditions that are too much. You cling too it, while sometimes it
is not found in the religion … you … that is it … it became … you became used to it … and you
have in the culture the parents like this. That is, the role of the woman, the role of man -- where?
Woman behind the camera: Like the traditions … [not clear].
Woman: No, I say, for example, you … let me speak of gender of the social kind … yes … the
social kind. That the roles performed by the lady and the roles performed by the man ….
You…the woman…has to wipe, sweep, and cook, and the man does the remaining duties, the
heavy [ones]: he works outside; he works the heavy jobs …the things that are .… I say that these
roles … we acquired them. I mean they were distributed inside the family, not that it is [a
given], I mean you get your son used to making his bed when he is young, to wash his cup -these are social roles. Now there are roles performed by men and ladies together, such as social
occasions they perform together…especially responsibilities. The responsibility is like this: this
is for the woman, and this is for the man. No, I say it should be … I mean. This is changing
nowadays -- you may say to the better, because the lady is working outside like the man; thus,
the duties should be shared between the family, and the duties and responsibilities should
shared. This is very, very important, I say, on the subject of males and females, and the roles

performed by the woman and the roles performed by the man, on the contrary. If the woman is
employed, I say that she is performing duties, on the contrary, even more than man. I do not say
competition, no -- I say side by side, together. Thus, when the woman works outside and returns
home, she wants to cook; she wants to teach the kids; she wants to perform the other tasks of the
house. Thus, it is not required of the man, you see. So she will have many duties, so why would
I say, for example, that “men are the protectors and maintainers of women.”1 From one side,
even our religion gives the woman many rights, but we do not know how to apply it or
implement it. Thus, I say the roles should be distributed according to responsibility, in carrying
out duties … ah … because the woman is producing; the woman is not like before -- she is not
sitting at home raising kids, cooking, and making dough -- no, on the contrary.
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Part of a verse in the Quran (4,34).

